Pseudorotaxanes from self-assembly of two crown ether-based cryptands and a 1,2-bis(pyridinium) ethane derivative
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**1. Materials and methods**

All reagents were commercially available and used as supplied without further purification. Dibenzo-24-crown-8 (DB24C8, 1) was obtained from Alfa Aesar and used as received. cis-DB24C8-based cryptand (2),\(^{S1}\) bis(m-phenylene)-32-crown-10-based cryptand (3),\(^{S2}\) and guest 4\(^{S3}\) were synthesized by published procedures. \(^1\)H NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Advance DMX 400 spectrophotometer with use of the deuterated solvent as the lock and the residual solvent or TMS as the internal reference. Low-resolution electrospray ionization (LRESI) mass spectra were obtained on a Bruker Esquire 3000 plus mass spectrometer (Bruker-Franzen Analytik GmbH Bremen, Germany) equipped with ESI interface and ion trap analyzer. UV-vis spectroscopy was performed on a Shimadzu UV-2550 instrument at room temperature. The crystals data were collected on an Oxford Diffraction Xcalibur Atlas Gemini ultra. The crystal structure was solved by SHELXS-97\(^{S4}\) and refined by SHELXL-97.\(^{S5}\)
2. *Job plots of* $2\rightarrow4$, and $3\rightarrow4$ **based on UV-Vis spectroscopy data in acetone**

![Job plot](image)

**Fig. S1.** Job plots showing the 1:1 stoichiometry of the complex between 2 and 4 (a) and the 2:1 stoichiometry of the complex between 3 and 4 (b) in acetone: (a) $[2]_0 + [4]_0 = 2.00$ mM; (b) $[3]_0 + [4]_0 = 2.00$ mM. $[2]_0$, $[3]_0$, and $[4]_0$ are the initial concentrations of 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
3. Electrospray ionization mass spectra of 2 and 3 with guest 4 in acetone

![Display Report](image)
**Fig. S2.** The positive electrospray ionization mass spectrum of an equimolar mixture of 2 and 4 in acetone. Mass fragments at m/z 1114.2 for $[\text{2} \supset \text{4} - \text{PF}_6]^{+}$ and m/z 484.8 for $[\text{2} \supset \text{4} - 2\text{PF}_6]^{2+}$ confirmed the 1:1 complexation stoichiometry between 2 and 4.
**Fig. S3.** The positive electrospray ionization mass spectrum of a mixture of 3 and 4 in acetone. A mass fragment at m/z 892.8 for $[3\supseteq 4 - 2PF_6]^{2+}$ confirmed the 2:1 complexation stoichiometry between 3 and 4. Assignment of other main peaks: m/z 1202.4 for $[3\supseteq 4 - PF_6]^+$ and m/z 529.0 for $[3\supseteq 4 - 2PF_6]^{2+}$. 
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**Analysis Info**
- Analysis Name: Copy of EdXP Default.ms
- Sample Name: YKZ4-10
- Acquisition Date: 10/11/11 09:31:21
- Operator: Administrator
- Instrument: esquire3000plus
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- Mass Range Mode: SiM
- Cephalic Exit: 185.0 Volt
- Accumulation Time: 20 μs
- Scan Begin: 400 m/z
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- Trap Drive: 851
- Auto MS/MS: off
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4. Determination of association constant of 2⊃4

The association constant of complex 2⊃4 was determined by probing the charge-transfer band of the complexes by UV-vis spectroscopy and employing a titration method. Progressive addition of an acetone solution with high guest 4 concentration and low host 2 concentration to an acetone solution with the same concentration of host 2 resulted in an increase of the intensity of the charge-transfer band of the complex. Treatment of the collected absorbance data at λ = 380 nm with a non-linear curve-fitting program afforded the corresponding association constants (Kₐ): (1.43 ± 0.06) × 10³ M⁻¹ for 2⊃4.

The non-linear curve-fitting was based on the equation:

\[ A = \left( \frac{A_\infty}{[H]_0} \right) \left( 0.5[G]_0 + 0.5([H]_0 + 1/K_a) - \frac{1}{2} \left( [G]_0^2 + (2[H]_0/1/K_a) + (1/K_a + [H]_0^2)^{0.5} \right) \right) \]  

(Eq. S1)

Where \( A \) is the absorption intensity of the charge-transfer band (\( \lambda = 380 \) nm) at \([G]_0\), \( A_\infty \) is the absorption intensity of the charge-transfer band (\( \lambda = 380 \) nm) when the host is completely complexed, \([H]_0\) is the fixed initial concentration of the host, and \([G]_0\) is the initial concentration of the guest.
**Fig. S4.** (a) The absorption spectral changes of 2 upon addition of 4 and (b) the absorbance intensity changes upon addition of 4. The red solid line was obtained from the non-linear curve-fitting using Eq. S1.
5. Determination of average association constant of $3_2 \supset 4$

The average association constant of complexes $3_2 \supset 4$ was determined by probing the charge-transfer band of the complexes by UV-vis spectroscopy and employing a titration method. Progressive addition of an acetone solution with high cryptand 3 concentration and low guest 4 concentration to an acetone solution with the same concentration of guest 4 resulted in an increase of the intensity of the charge-transfer band of the complex.

![Absorption spectral changes of 4 upon addition of 3.](image)

**Fig. S5.** The absorption spectral changes of 4 upon addition of 3.

Treatment of the collected absorbance data at $\lambda = 350$ nm by Benesi-Hildebrand method and Scatchard plot method. The $\Delta A_\infty$ can be determined by extrapolation of a plot of $1/\Delta A$ vs. $1/[3]_0$ by the Benesi-Hildebrand method. The association constant $K_{av}$ can be calculated from the intercept and the slope of the Scatchard plot.

$$
\Delta A = A - A_0 \\
\Delta A_\infty = A_\infty - A_0 \\
p = \Delta A / \Delta A_\infty \\
[3] = [3]_0 - [3]_c = [G]_0 - 2p[4]_0
$$

$A_0$ is the initial absorbance of 4, $A_\infty$ is the absorbance of the fully complexed species, $\Delta A_\infty$ is the difference in the absorbance of uncomplexed and fully complexed species, $p$ is the fraction of guest 4 units bound, [3] is the concentration of uncomplexed 3, [3]$_0$ is the initial concentration of 3, [3]$_c$ is the concentration of complexed 3, and [4]$_0$ is the initial concentration of 4.
Fig. S6. (a) Benesi-Hildebrand plot for the complexation of host 3 with guest 4. $\Delta A_\infty = 1/1.49498 = 0.6689$ according to the intercept of the plot. (b) Scatchard plot for the complexation of host 3 with guest 4. $p =$ fraction of guest 4 units bound. The linear nature of this plot demonstrated that the complexation between host 3 and guest 4 is statistical. $K_1 = [3\supseteq 4]/[3][4]$ and $K_2 = [3\supseteq 2\supseteq 4]/([3\supseteq 4][4])$. $K_{av} = (K_1 + K_2)/2$. The value of $K_{av}$ is equal to the $y$-intercept and the absolute slope of the best fit line. $K_{av} = (305 + 143) / 2 = 224$ M$^{-1}$. Since $K_1/K_2 = 4:1$ for statistical systems, $K_1$ and $K_2$ were calculated to be 360 M$^{-1}$ and 90 M$^{-1}$, respectively.
6. Partial 2D COSY NMR spectrum of an equimolar solution of 2 and 4

Fig. S7. Partial 2D COSY NMR (400 MHz, acetone-$d_6$, 293 K) spectrum of an equimolar solution of 2 and 4 at a concentration of 10.0 mM.
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7. X-ray crystal data for 2\(\supset\)4
Crystallographic data: block, yellow, 0.46 × 0.36 × 0.34 mm\(^3\), C\(_{44}\)H\(_{51}\)F\(_6\)N\(_3\)O\(_{14}\)P, FW 990.85, triclinic, space group \(\text{P}\)-1, \(a = 10.7671(5)\) Å, \(b = 14.3961(6)\) Å, \(c = 14.9463(6)\) Å, \(\alpha = 95.617(4)\)^\circ, \(\beta = 91.069(4)\)^\circ, \(\gamma = 97.164(4)\)^\circ, \(V = 2286.49(17)\) Å\(^3\), \(Z = 2\), \(D_c = 1.439\) g cm\(^{-3}\), \(T = 293\) (2) K, \(\mu = 1.367\) mm\(^{-1}\), 25194 measured reflections, 8097 independent reflections, 639 parameters, 0 restraints, \(F(000) = 1034\), \(R(\text{int}) = 0.0413\), \(R_1 = 0.0973\), \(wR_1 = 0.2013\) (all data), \(R_2 = 0.0746\), \(wR_2 = 0.1823\) \([I > 2\sigma(I)]\), max. residual density 1.293 e•Å\(^{-3}\), and goodness-of-fit (\(F^2\)) = 1.040. CCDC 849131.

8. X-ray crystal data for 3\(\supset\)4
Crystallographic data: block, yellow, 0.24 × 0.23 × 0.20 mm\(^3\), C\(_{40}\)H\(_{46}\)F\(_6\)N\(_2\)O\(_{12}\)P, FW 2191.95, triclinic, space group \(\text{P}\)-1, \(a = 11.0344(3)\) Å, \(b = 18.43766(4)\) Å, \(c = 22.9640(5)\) Å, \(\alpha = 99.5446(17)\)^\circ, \(\beta = 104.4477(18)\)^\circ, \(\gamma = 108.5331(19)\)^\circ, \(V = 5257.53(19)\) Å\(^3\), \(Z = 2\), \(D_c = 1.385\) g cm\(^{-3}\), \(T = 293\) (2) K, \(\mu = 1.280\) mm\(^{-1}\), 76330 measured reflections, 18669 independent reflections, 1378 parameters, 0 restraints, \(F(000) = 2300\), \(R(\text{int}) = 0.0472\), \(R_1 = 0.01157\), \(wR_1 = 0.2740\) (all data), \(R_2 = 0.0921\), \(wR_2 = 0.2486\) \([I > 2\sigma(I)]\), max. residual density 1.197 e•Å\(^{-3}\), and goodness-of-fit (\(F^2\)) = 1.040. CCDC 867881.

9. Design of cryptands 2 and 3

The design of cryptands 2 and 3 was reported previously.S\(^1\),S\(^2\)

10. Reasons for different stoichiometries of the complexation between 2 and 4 in solution and in the solid state

The complexation between 2 and 4 has a 1:1 stoichiometry in solution and a 2:1 stoichiometry in the solid state. This interesting phenomenon was also observed in previous studies.S\(^2\),S\(^9\) It appears that the formation of the 2:1 complex in the solid state is to maximize H-bonding between the host and the guest;\(^2\) it produces eight hydrogen bonds between six hydrogen atoms of guest 4 and six oxygen atoms of two cryptand 2 hosts (Fig. 4). In solution, presumably some of these acidic pyridinium and bridge ethane hydrogen atoms can interact with solvent molecules and the host and guest molecules have more room to move freely, so the complex between 2 and 4 has a 1:1 stoichiometry.\(^2\)
11. Influence of the addition of KPF₆ on the complexation between 3 and 4

**Fig. S8.** Partial ¹H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-­d₆, 293 K) spectra: (a) 4.00 mM 3; (b) 4.00 mM 3 + 2.00 mM 4; (c) after addition 2.00 equiv of KPF₆ to b; (d) 2.00 mM 4.

The chemical shifts of the protons on 3 and 4 did not have obvious changes after the addition of 2.00 equiv of KPF₆ (spectra b and c in Fig. S8), indicating that the addition of potassium cation can not switch off the complexation between 3 and 4 easily.
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